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The search for optimal design space involves delineating a hyperdimensional volume within which all 

process parameters, when confined , ensure outgoing product quality remains within specifications. This 

work addresses the complex optimization challenge of identifying the largest possible hypercube  

encapsulated within a given design space.  Traditional methods reliant on multidimensional grids and 

iterative expansion have proven computationally intensive, both in terms of iterations and memory 

requirements. 

In response, a recent advancement has been to frame the problem as a double nested optimization 

challenge solved via a simplex-based derivative-free hill descent optimization algorithm. This approach 

seeks to maximize the hypercube's corners while ensuring the innermost quality points meet predefined 

quality thresholds, thus filtering out suboptimal volumes. 

Building upon this premise, our investigation integrates a stochastic search algorithm to (1) mitigate the 

risk associated with local optima, a known pitfall of hill descent methods, and (2) facilitate the 

identification of multiple high-volume hypercubes. This methodological enhancement has the potential 

for unveiling numerous viable solutions where traditional techniques may only pinpoint a singular optimal 

solution. 

Comparative analysis with commercial software solutions such as MODDE (Sartorius) and JMP (SAS) are 

provided. 

This research contributes to the ongoing dialogue on design space selection strategies by providing a 

comparative lens through which different software or algorithms may help CMC engineers come up with 

process control specifications.   
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